Welcome!

The Life Science Zurich Graduate School consists of 17 highly competitive Ph.D. programs, run jointly by the ETH Zurich and the University of Zurich.

We aim to attract to Zurich the most promising young scientists from across the world. Our programs offer a comprehensive and challenging Ph.D. education that allows our students to develop into tomorrow’s leaders in life science research.
Application Process

If you want to apply to the Life Science Zurich Graduate School you are welcome to do so via our online application tool.

Applications sent by e-mail are not accepted.

Applicants must hold a Master’s degree or equivalent from a university in the field of Natural Sciences. You can also apply if you receive your master’s degree within 6 - 9 months after the application deadline. In this case, please upload a copy of your Bachelor’s degree or an academic transcript.

Only pdf files are allowed! (a free online PDF converter)

The Life Science Zurich Graduate School can offer 80-100 PhD projects for each recruitment round. These are visible to all short-listed candidates.

Assessment and selection procedure

Applicants will be assessed on the basis of their application and the letters of recommendation. Short-listed candidates will be invited for a three-day interview in Zurich. Travel expenses will be reimbursed and free accommodation in Zurich is provided.

Interview dates for 1 December 2020 deadline: 10 - 12 February 2021

Interview dates for 1 July 2021 deadline: 8 - 10 September 2021

Registration

After having found a position in one of our programs you will have to register with either the University of Zurich or the ETH Zurich, depending on the affiliation of your future mentor.
Welcome to the online application portal of the Life Science Zurich Graduate School

Please log in with

- your UZH shortname and webpass password or
- your LSZGS registration with email and password

People without UZH account: please register here.

You just logged out from your user session on this website. You can login again or as another user by the form below.

Username: 

Password: 
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User: Herzog, Veronika
Current application period: 02.07.2020 - 01.12.2020 (track I - December 2020)

New Application
Application

Primary program interest *
- RNA Biology

Are you applying to the RNA Biology PhD Program, the Predoc Program RNA Disease or both? *
- I am only applying to the RNA Biology PhD Program
- I am only applying to the Predoc Program RNA Disease
- I am applying to both

Secondary program interest
- Molecular Life Sciences

Previously applied? *
- Yes
- No

Save